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The application of a discrete, Fast-Fourier- lladcmdion algorithm to m&ply-g&d ~-ray
spectra  enhancer  low intensity componenta, removed  hi&-maxy  n&e,  aod bweusr  the sign&
t~background  ratio. ‘l’lda  method L preferable  to a threepoint  ame  kcbniqx~e  for low- and
mediwn-iatity  peaks.

1.  Introduction

About twenty years ago, spectxwcopir~ta  wed B form of Fourier transform (FT)  for ‘~-ray  spectroscopy, with some
success. Some built the continuous FT algorithm into a smoothing technique, using a math  titer that operated on the
transformed coefkient  vector [ 141. 0th em constructed  a decawolutio~  tedmique  baaed on the Fourier trmwfonn
[ A-71.  These were designed speci.ficaUy  for each data set. Both methoda  improved  spectral  quality; however, the
computer software and hardware of the time may have prevented the routine use of a tUtfourier-transform  (FFT).
Imuye  [ l] in 1969, using the contiauous  FT, speadatad tlmt a kmufonn  of a 409khamd  spectrum might require
about l/2 hour of computer time, and Blinowda  and Warmat  [ 4 in 1974 reporkd  thet a FFT of a 1024-channel
spectrum  required 50 seconds. Today, the forward and reverse  FFT’s  am virtndly btatantanwtts on a system  such
M De& VAX&r&m  4000.

With the advent of 4x sp&mmetem  and the sea&  for low intexuity, sttpdhmd  bands in m&ar  structure
studies, the need for FFT again  arises.  Even  though the pray  dgu&to-nok  ratio km.  single detector may be
adequate, multistep  coincidence messorem enb among  verioua  ddectm  produrn  laxge amountn of white noise within
the redulting  spectrum. High frequency noise  is  awkmaticdly  iotrodwad tkmgh  the anal+  pro-, crpecidly
the procesa  of rebiig  doppler-  and gain-sl&ed data via  a random amnber  mquence.  When this  is  compounded
with the necmsity  of investigating  peaka  below  the 10% intensity level,  the need for a potent noise reduction method
becomes very  appuant.

A data set  obtained from the “Cl on loOMo mectlo~  [ 81, whtg  the  21-r  army  et HoMdd  (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), provided a unique opportunity for this  technique dedopment. For example,  most  of the
peaka of interart  in the rotational band structure of ona of the prime product nudei  of ink&,  the odd-odd =‘Pr
nucleun,  are below the  20% count  level, and  pe&  amociakxj  with  it’s m~perd&med  ban&  have considerably lower
intensities, lower by more than  an order  of magnitude.

2 .  softwam

The Oak Ridge User Software WM  modified to accommodate  a diwete  Ffi pmgmm from the IMSL package [ 91,
which uam a variation of the Caoley-‘D&y  algorithm [ lo].  The dkmte Fart Fouri- ‘Ikanafwm  of a vector of size N
is most e#icient  when wing a llxed  number of pointd bmed  on a product of anull  prime numbers. If this condition in
met, then the computation ia proportional to N iog  N; otherwim,  the namba  of computational operationa  is  equal
to N ‘. The real, trignometric  FFT that L used k  related to the contbmour  Fourier tmneform  [ Ill, deflned  IY(I

j(w)  = l:  f(t)e-z~iw’d!. (1)

The discrete FFT usa,  an approximation of thii integral and accepts a vector f of length N,  then returns a
coctlicient  vector 2 with the following form (ii N is  even)

I
m=2 ,...,N/2+l
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